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since

June.
hile the first object ofkthe cabi
net meeting had been to take up a
building program to
OF
put the United States back in the
place it occupied among naval powers
before the last congress cut the plans
to one ship, the" dispatcn, of a German warship to Mexican waters and
the possibility pf like action by other
TAKES European powers, which may foresee
EXECUTIVE
MEXICAN
a crisis for the Huerta government,
OVER ENTIRE CHARGE OF
commanded first attention.
Advices from Mexico City indicated
that the Mexican deputies, for whose
the American government ha3
SUSPENDS THE CONSTITUTION safety
made representations, were still In
jail, but, according to Huerta, in no
PRIVILEGE OF CON- danger.
President Wilson and Secretary
GRESSMEN DECLARED NOT
are both said to be in favor
Daniels
IN FORCE
of a
program, for this
year's naval appropriation bill and a
program thereafter.
SAYS HE WILL GIVE ACCOUNT

HUERTA

WIF3E

CURRENCY ACT IS

three-battleshi- p
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INTERESTS
PRESS BELIEF- - IN OWEN-GLAS-

ness.

EX-
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OCCURRED

arrived at Gravesend on board the
.Minneapolis this evening.
All the survivors are men, Russians, Hungarians and Poles. They
are to proceed to their destination on
the Olympic tomorrow.
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Kronland Is Delayed
New York, Oct. 14. The steamship!
Kronland, bringing nearly 100 survivors of the Yolturno disaster to this
port, has developed a flaw In bet- OVER

VOUURNO

HERS

-

SURVIVORS OF OCEAN DISASTER
BEAR MARKS OF

"There Is going to be government
control of banks," he continued. "The
FIGHT
MEASURE
time has come when the bankers must
see and accept this situation."
Senator Owen predicted unqualified WOMEN AND CHILDREN HURT
THEY RECOMMEND
CHANGES
ly the success of the bill, defending
the provision making it compulsory
THINK THE DEMOCRATIC
BILL for national banks to join the' reserve THEIR ARMS AND FACES ARE
FOUND TO BE BADLY CUT
association.
NEEDS SOME OVERHAULING

crankshaft which is retarding her
speed. The vesel will not dock be- fore Thursday.

HAND-TO-HiN-

Officers Were Brave Men
Oct. 14. According
Liverpool,

three-battleshi- p

EATON TRIAL BEGINS

400

BELIEVED

PERISHED

IN

HAVE

TO

EXPLOSION

NEAR CARDIFF

HOISTING

MACHINERY RUINED

to

Captain Trant of the Devonian there
was some attempt on the part of the
mala passengers of the Volturno to
rush to the rescuing boats when they
reached thei vessel's side, and the captain and officers of the Volturno did
good work in keeping them under
control.
When the Devonian departed from
the scene Captain Trant says the fire
on the Volturno was making progret;3
toward the after part of the vessel.
Captain Trant says the pitiful screams
for help uttered by the passengers
of the Volturno made "the night hide- ous" to the would-b- e
rescuers, who
were unable to reach them.
The first survivor to reach the De
vonian was a man who had jumped the
to the boiling sea and had managed
to get near the liner. He was taken
out of the water unconscious. As
soon as it was possible for the Devonian to launch boats and proceed to
the Volturno, the women and children
were removed first. They were'
swung along In coal baskets and lowered to the boats.

AND SCRATCHED

BEFORE PASSAGE

-

-

I

SCENES

trol.

"The report of the American Bankers' association currency commission,"
said Mr. Bulkley," seems to have
been written in bad temper."
The railroads, Mr. Bulkley said,
should be brought under government
control, although their business is
more private than the banking busi-

APPROVED BY

DICTATOR

ed it or not, the time had come when
they must submit to government con-

.,

RESCUERS

WORKING

THROUGH

SHAFTS OF AN ADJACENT
MINE

THE
BLAST
IS TEEEIFIC
Plymouth, Mass., Oct. 14. Mrs.vjen-ni- e THE CREW WAS COWARDLY
May Eaton was placed on trial
Mexico to Make Reply
here today for the alleged murder of
MAN
WORKING 60 FEET FROM
BUT THE OFFICERS OF DOOMED
ANNOUNCES INTENTION OF PUTMexico City, Oct. 14. An early an- ALSO REQUEST THAT NOTES BE her husband, Rear Admiral
Joseph
SHAFT
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LIKE
BEHAVED
SHIP
NOT
HELD
AS
GOVERNMENT
Giles Eaton. The defense will attempt
swer will be made by the Mexico govTING THROUGH THE NATIONBY WRECKAGE
TATED
HEROES
communication
show
to
the
ernment
to
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that
which
the
OBLIGATIONS
caused
poison
AL ELECTION
the death of the admiral was
Washington stating that the United
States would look with displeasure on
The government case
Cardiff, Wales, Oct. 14. More than
Paris, Oct. 14. Many of the sur-Detroit,' Mich., Oct. 14. The con- Washington, Oct. 14. Copies of a any injury to the Mexican deputies unrests ' on the contention that Mrs. vivoi s of the Volturno showed signs
400 Welsh coal miners are believed to
members
hiiiuent
Oi
the
of
chamber
proclamation by Provisional President der arrest, according to the Mexican
have perished this morning la the Uni
commerce of the United States of Eaton gave her husband poison with of violence, according to passengers
Huerta announcing himself as dictaforeign minister, Querido Moheno. It unerkaincludin local members of his meals.
toversal colliery near here. A terrifies
in
Paris
of
Touraine
La
arriving
tor over Mexico were received at was the subject of a cabinet' meeting
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boards
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contrade,
and
the state department today
which lasted until an early hour 'this cial clubs
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country,
White House.
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Huerta declared suspended that pro- livered late today to Nelson O'Shaugh-nessy- ,
out and halted the work of rescue.
on board ..l.a Touraine completely
port of its banking and currency comAmerican charge d'affairs.
vision of the constitution which grants
The day shift of 931 men descended
on the Owen-GlasMost of the survivors had
naked.
mittee
currency
Neither Mr. O'Shaughnessy nor For- bill
immunity from arrest to members of
the
shaft in the cages at 5 o'clock. An
was
now pending iu congress.
had
little clothing, and what they
the Mexican congress, and announced eign Minister Moheno would discuss
hour
afterward a deafening report
The board of directors, of the cham- PROSECUTION
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One
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facts,
completed
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HAVE
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executive decrees because of the dis- heno described it as "intemperate."
ity of the mine running to the pit
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cording to the passengers of La TouAt the conclusion of the cabinet
solution of congress.
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from
children
of
arrival
was
the
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Huerta's decree, dated October 11, meeting Senor Moheno admitted the men's organizations strongly in favjrf j
.
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States.
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In favor of the increase of the impeachment managers at the reopen- French, line, second of the rescue order today permitting
which I hold in the department
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government."
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memcomplaint
federal reserve board to nine
gobernacion according
ing of the trial of the governor today. ships which figured in the Volturno
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A further conference of ministers
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the two additional members to No action was suggested in regard to disaster to reach port, arrived at Blake's $1,000,000 suit against Mrs, n
of October 11 this year, I have seen
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nature
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discuss
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MacKay
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the
fU to decree that Article
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forward
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congress
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creation
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El Paso, Tex., Oct. 14. F.
serve council to be elected by the orig- mony In the impeachment articles un- a group of eight children from 3 to not until today 'that the matter came
of the union enjoyed in view of their
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talk
court.
There
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and
and
inal reserve banks, the i;osident
less a new article should be added. 12 years old who had been
functions, is hereby repealed
arrived in Juarez today from Tor- altogether 500 men.
the suit would be dropped.
sequently they are subject to the juris- reon. He says his brother, Joe Ellis, vice president of the council to reside This would have to be done by the from the Volturno and whose parents
All the men in the enft MiJe of (he
diction of the tribunals corresponding (wna Ullorl hv Mexican rebels last iu Washington and to sit at meetings assembly.
either had perished or were aboard
mine reached the surface by o'clock,,
of the federal reserve board, but withThe proposed amendment sets forth other rescuing steamers.
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Flannelette
Gowns

The new styles in "Bradley"
Sweaters and Headwear are unusually attractive We are showing a large variety of these popular knit garments. You should
see them.

Never have we shown a better,
more desirable line of Flannelette
well
gowns than at present
made garments of good quality
and neatly trimmed, at prices
you'll appreciate.

OF EXQUISITE FALL MERCHANDISE
FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN
Women's and Children's
Hosiery and Underwear

Women's Suits, Coats and Dresses
Every day adds new garments to our line of suits, coats and dresses.

are

showing such a variety of styles
what
and qualities that no matter
your needs may demand, we can
want.
Anything from the light weight cotsupply you with what you
ton, garments up to the finest silk and wool mixed garments. Either
separate garments or union suits in any quality you wish. Taese
are the popular Lord & Taylor "Merode" garments.
Onyx Hose in a large variety of desirable numbers for both women
and children. TJunderwear 25e to ?3.50. Hosiery, 25c to $4.00.

In these departments we

are well repre? "ted

proved style conceits of the season
maximum

degree.

Our "Printzess"

in garments combin.ing

We are showing an excellent variety of exclusive styles in the

and "Wooltex" suits and coats posses, the greatest individuality

newest, most aproved models In women's and children's millinery.

Our line includes garments of every

quality for every purpose, from the plain wool dross to elaborate evening costumes,
these desirable garments.

Suits, S12.50 to $57.50

Our line of Men's Furnishings is the largest in the city and includes such well known lines as Wilson Bros. Shirts, Arrow Brand

We are also showing an exceptionally large line of Children's
Clothing, which is sure to Interest you in both price and quality.

BUSTER BROWN and HIS DOG TIGE
AT OUR STORE, SATURDAY OCT.

Comfortable Shoes

Every boy and girl in, and around Las Vegas is invited

that desire 'will be realized1 for the wholt

ily if their shoes come from us. All the new popular style models
women and children.

to come on that

J

day and get acquainted with BUSTER

low.

$3.50 to $15.00

In this department we

have-ju-

st

received, some unusually pretty

fabrics, including the latest, most popular weaves of the season.
Most of these come in exclusive patterns and are especially

Hanan and

attractive.

We also have a good variety of all the staple weaves
and fabrics, both wool and silk.
See this line before making your
selection.1

Prices are extremely low, for such qualities.

Beautiful Plumes
are showing a beautiful line of French and Willow

South SidePlaa

1862

Plumes of

all desirable colors and sizes.

quality

Buster Brown shoes for boys and girls offer an exceptional variety

Established

r'oh and

Feathers and Plumes were never in more demand than right now,
nor has the variety of styles and colors been as comprehensive. We

Ultra Shoes for women, Cross ett and Douglas shoes for men, and

from which to choose.

dividualityand

In-

8, 19 13

Las Veas'Loading Store

fam-

all possible style and

Dress Goods and Silks

FOR THE BOYS AND GIRLS OF LAS VEGAS
BY THE
REAL, LIVE

one possesses
the prices are extremely

No two hats alike, yet every

Coats, $7.50 to $55.00

PUBLIC RECEPTION

Collars, Mallory Hats, Racine Flannel Shirts, Mentor and Cooper's
Underwear. These lines offer the most for your money.

are here for men,

I.et us show you

Dresses, $7.50 to $45.00

Men's Furnishings

of the season

ap-

Fall Millinery In Exclusive
Styles

style and quality to a

and style and offer the highest possible value for your money.

j

is the desire of all

All of the latest, most

I

$3.50 to $15.00
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The splendid laxative meted out to Lewis. For the same vided with transportation. Judge Pope tory agent.
Answer: 1 would advise you to pur- home-mad- e
cough syrup la made by
Hearing Changed
offense Antonio Huerta was fined and' then continued :"I will not consider
a
chase
package of Vilane pow-- , maxing a 2 oz. bottle of concentrated
Informally the state corporation SOAP DRIES YOUR SCALP, CAUS
punished the same. Samuel Leyba your case in the light of otners who
f
der; take
teaspoonful of the essence mentholaxene with a home
was sentenced to 15 months in the break into cars and I will sentence Commission has been informed of a
ING DANDRUFF, THEN HAIR
and add to this a pint of warm made sugar syrup. Directions on the
to six months in jail and costs." change in dates in the Interstate compowder
you
of
embezzlement
for
pospenitentiary
FALLS OUT
water, snuff the water from the palm bottle tells how to make and use. It
Eugene Canales, aged IS, and Man- merce commission hearing on New
tal monies.
of the hand through the nostrils sev- is a
uel Garcia, aged 16, were sentenced Mexico rates. Originally the hearing
fine, cheap remedy.
Soldier Is Sentenced
After washing your hair with soap
eral times a day. Make a catarrh
to three years and one year and a was set for November 17 in the feda
balm by mixing one teaspoonful of
There was unusual interest mani- - half, respectively, for breaking Into eral court room at Santa Fe, but ac- always apply little Danderine to the
"Johnson" writes: "I am. bothered
to invigorate the hair and pre
scalp
H.
of
case
in
Sam
tested by spectators
the
a postoffice. They were fined $100 cording to a telegram from
powder with one ounce of vaseline, or greatly with indigestion. Things 1
vent dryness. Better still, use soap as
lard will do, and apply as far up the like to eat nearly always can?? a
Charles I. Wagner, a United States and costs in addition. Judge Pope Cowan, attorney for the local corporanostrils as possible. For the stomach. heavy
eoUIier mail carrier who pleaded guilty emphasized the heinonsness of the tion commission, the hearing will be sparingly as possible, and instead have
feeling in my stombowels and blood I would recommend ach, and my breath is
to opening a mail saCc and not guilty rime of breaking Into the postoffice, held at Roswell November 17 and 18, a "Danderine Hair Cleanse." Just
bad, whilp ! am
the following tonic: Syrup sarsapa- - nervous, irritable and
to the charge of abstracting a letter. which he termed "one of the worst and at Albuquerque' on November 20 moisten a cloth with Danderine and
frequently fan
rilla comp., 4 ozs., comp. fluid balm- - not sleep."
Asked if he had anything to say he offenses the United States court has and 21. THe commissioners are pleas- draw it carefully through your hair,
one
at
a,
time.
This
taking
strand,
Informed the court that he nan com- to deal with."
wort, 1 oz., and 1 oz. of fluid ext
ed with the change for it indicates
Answer: A very excellent treatment
buchu.
Mix by shaking well In a which is
mitted the crime while under the In- At 2:30 p. m the judge began to that the Interstate commerce commis- will remove dust, dirt and excessive
widely prescribed for lis
oil. In a few moments you will be
flnenee of liquor and adder!: 'This is call the docket.
bottle and take one teaspoonful after
sion will spend approximately one
curative action, as well as the
gradual
each meal and at bed time.
Veek investigating New Mexico rates, amazed, your hair will not only be
instant relief it affords, is tablets
instead' of one day as was formerly clean, but it will be wavy, fluffy and
trlopeptine,
packed hi sealed cartons.
abundant, and possess an incompara
announced.
"Gloria" writes: "I would like you Take a pink tablet after breakfast,
ble softness and lustre.
to prescribe a good hair and scalp white tablet after dinner and blue tabArrests Alleged Fugitive
Besides cleansing and beautifying
treatment. I am bothered with itch- let after dinner and blue table after
Fred Lambert, mounted policeman
of Cimarron, N. M., reports to head- the hair, one application of Danderine
ing scalp and dandruff. My hair is let after supper. Continue and the
faded and falling and none of the rem- curative agencies should seen restore
quarters that he has arrested and sent dissolves every particle of dandruff;
SCENE FROM "READY MONEY"
edies I have tried have done any per- natural digestion.
back to Oklahoma Clarence Farmer, stimulates the scalp, stopping itching
manent good."
wanted in that state for the alleged and falling hair. Danderine la to the
hair what fresh showers of rain and in Munsey's Ma.?azine for October last
theft of some mules.
Answer: Go to your druggist and
"Mrs. M .C." writes. "I am recoversunshine are to vegetation. It goes said: "'Ready Money' holds inte-e- st
To Audit MeKinley County
Mln-yo- l.
obtain a
from long illness, but am 7 cry
of
ing
yellow
jar
plain
The audit of the books of MeKin right to the roots, invigorates and from curtain lift to tag."
as per direcrTol?. This weak, nervous, sleepless and have litApply
That a man cannot succeed without
treatment differs from all and I have tle appetite. Can you give me a goo I
ley county will start this week, and E. strengthens them. Its exhilarating a
woman's help is one of the morals
A. Rossman of Albuquerque, deputy and
properties cause
seen the astonishing trans- tonic restorative treatment?"
actually
to be drawn. Had not Stephen Baird,
traveling auditor, left yesterdajr for the hair to grow long, strong and
formations whicn result from its use.
Answer: Have the loilowing preCritical
the
Vero, been in love with the right
Gallup to commence on the work. beautiful.
The dandruff and itching are con- - scription filled and take a
teaspoonful
Such warning symptoms as sense of suffocation, hot Within
a
kind
of
never
he
would
have
girl
Men! Ladies! You can surely have
a short time the traveling
quered with two or three applications, before meals: Syrup of hypophos- flashes, severe headaches, melancholia, dread of impending auditor's office expects to make pub lots of charming hair. Get a 25 cent endured hardships and bent his ener- while it makes the hair glossy,
wavy phites comp. 5 ozs., tincture cadomena
evil, palpitation of the heart, irregularity, constipation and lic the corrected tax rolls of the state, bottle of Knowltons Danderjne from gies as he ijd' to winning tbe fortune and full of intense natural color.
comp. 1 oz.,. (not cardomon.) Mix
dizziness are promptly treated by intelligent women who the San Miguel county report and the any drug store or toilet counter and which brings him happiness and a
and shake well before using. This is
wife. "Without wealth you cannot
Eddy county report.
try it. Adv.
are approaching the period of life.
"Myrtle" writes: "Owing to my ex a fine nerve tonic and system tonic
marff my daughter" that is virtually treme
thinness I am frequently em- !for old and young.
This is the most critical period of woman's life and she
the
laid
ultimatum
mothdown by the
'
Quick Helo' to- Backache and Rheu
Chronic Dyspepsia
barrassed
by slighting remarks of
who neglects the care of her health at this time invites iner of the girl he loves. This mother
matism
Tbe following unsolicited
a
Can
you
young people.
prescribe
John R. Mo. asits: "Don't you think
wants
The man or woman who
be sufficient to is a loving but cautious mother, and
curable disease and pain. Why not be guided
should
safe remedy to increase my weightf ' it Is wise to take medicine to reduce
by the ex- miick help from bnckache and rheu give hope andcertainly
af- - she feels' that a man who
to
courage
persons
cannot
perience of others and take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable matism, will find it In Foley Kidnev nictea with chronic dyspepsia. "I
Answer: I have so many gratltfylng my weight? I weigtt about 55 pounds
make good in a business way will not
It is an indisputable fact that this grand old Pills. They act fid auickly and with hare been a chronic dyspeptic for make
Compound?
froaTthe users of three grain too much."
reports
a
husband.
sweet
The
good
euph eood effect that weak, inactive years, and of all the medicine I have
e
has
tablets, that I have bethousands
of
Answer: I do think so; and a very
women
to
helped
remedy
pass through kidneys that do not keen the blood taken, Chamberlain's Tablets have heart stands by him and puts her wits come to
this tying period with comfort and
valuable little convenient and effective
these
ton- done me more good than
regard
are
r
and
of
clean
free
of
Impurities,
Thousands
anything
safety.
tablets as a specific and1 prescribe medicine Is sold in sealed tubes wfi'i
to healthy else," says W. G. Mattison, No. 7
ed no and strengthened
genuine and honest testimonials support this fact.
vt Trolls action. Good results follow Sherman St., Hornellsvllle, N. Y. For
them to all who are aenemic, thin, full directions for home use. It la cullliwli ray! issuy
From Mrs. HENRY IIEAVILISr, Cadiz, Ohio.
their vfa nromntlv. O. G. Schaefer sale by all dealers. Adv.
nervous and debilitated. I ed
wasting,
arbolone tablets and any
Co.
Fort Worth, Texas.
Adv.
Cross
Drur
have taken Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetapnd Red
"I
recommend
that you begin their use
ble Compound and derived great benefit from its use. It carried me
pharmacy can bupcIt
at once and continue regularly until them. They are essentially good.
AID FOR ACCUSED COLLEGE GIRL
safely through the Change of Life when I was in bad health. I had
IOWA DAIRYMEN IN SESSION
Oct. 14. Many persons of No Longer Do Women Fear The Greatthat all gone feeling most of the time, and headache constantly, I was
Waterloo, la., Oct. 14. The annual j Chicago,
est of All Human Blessing.
very nervous and the hot flashes were very bad. I had tried other convention of the Iowa State Dairy vfealth.and influence have come foragainst those of her mother to the deafness, and that is by constitutional
remedies and doctors, but did not improve until I began taking Lydia
offers
to aid Miss Mabel
with
endthat she and Stephen may marry. remedies. Deafness Is caused by an
to
association
here
convened
yard
men's
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. It has now been sometime since
It Is a Joy and comfort to know that
the brilliant young college
is celebrating the end of the inflamed condition of the mucous linStephen
I took the Compound and I have had no return of my old complaints.
day for a three days' session. There Sturtevant,
those
pains and other disTube. When
old year with 25 cents in his pocket, ing of the Eustachian
I always praise your remedies to weak women." Mrs. Henhy
s a large attendance of delegates and jraduate, who was arraigned before tresses that are said to precede
this tube is inflamed you hav n. rum.
Heavihn, Ii. F. D. No. 5, Cadiz, Ohio.
the prospects are the convention will United States Commissioner today on
may easily be avoided. No woman need when the mother tries to take his
fbling sound or imperfect hearing:, and
charge of defrauding though the fear the slightest discomfort If she will sweetheart away from him. At this wnen it. Is entirely closed,
From Mrs. EDWARD B. IIILBERT, Fleetwood,' Pa.
be the best ever held by the associa
deafness
mails.
The charge is bas fortify herself with the
and critical juncture he meets Jackson is the result, and unless the inflamFleetwood, Pa. "During the Change of Life I was hardly able to tion. The convention was called to fise of the
remedy, "Mother's Friend."
be around at all. I always had a headache and I was so dizzy and order by the president, Judge W. B. ed on an alleged scheme of the vonnsr
Ives, a man about town, who comes mation can be taken out and this'tube
to its normal
This Is a most grateful, penetrating, ex- lo him and offers
r,v ' ; '..,
nervous that I had no rest at night The flashes of heat were so bad Quarto of Algona, and an adress of woman to obtain contributions from
...... t
,
a proposition which Vrestored
wm i.uB destroyed
forever-ninMcanug
ternal application that at once softens and he
sometimes that I did not know what to do.
to
women
guarantees will make his fortune
help girls through makes
cases out of ten are caused by
welcome was made by H. O. Bern- - society
" One day a friend advised me to take Lydia E. Pinkham's
the
abdominal muscles and
pliant
Miss
Vegein a couple of days. His proposal is catarrh, which is nothing but an in- Sturtevant
declares ligaments.
table Compound and it made me a strong, well woman. I am very brock of Waterloo. Reports of off! college.
They naturally expand without
no
had
a
that
intention
luuuiuuu or tcp mucous sur- she
to
commit
perfectly legitimate one and Baird i.u.,au.-of
transaction
routine
the
cers
and
the slightest strain, and thus not only
thankful that I followed my friend's advice, and I shall recommend it
races.
fraud
that
her
and
present troubles banish all tendency to nervous, twitching finally consents to try the experi
as long as I live. Before I took the Compound I was always
followed. In connection with!
business
We
v.i'1
i t
',, ,j llL
even
and now I have not had medicine from a doctor for years. Yousickly
iur any ci-- of dt
the gathering there Is a large exhlbil are due wholly to her ignorance of spells, but there is an entire freedom from ment. The result far exceeds
may
(r IU i
nausea,
dreac?
and
Steve
Mrs.
discomfort,
and
B.
Ives'
is
finance."
sleeplessness
fondest hopes,
Edward
Among
those who
catarrsu that, cannot
publish my letter."
1
cattle and creamj "high
IIilbert, Fleetwood, Pa.
tion of fancy-breso
often
leave their Impress upon tha
have offered to assist her is Gardner that
changed from virtual poverty to a Hall's Catarrh cure F ) 1 f r
From Mrs. F. P. MULLENDORE, Munford, Ala.
ery and dairy machinery.
ars free.
babe.
very rich man within a short time.
Lathrop, general counsel of the Santa
Munford, Ala." I was so weak and nervous while passing through
P. J C 'J
The occasion Is therefore one of un,v t n
coma
has
Mr.
Fe
is
provided
the Change of Life that I could hardly live. My husband had to nail
railroad.
a director bounded,
Manager Brady
Lathrop
Women Need Healtj
Sold iv D
s 7
too
much
Joyful
and
anticipation,
rublier on all the gates for I could not stand to have a gate slam.
j
of the University of Missouri, from stress can not be laid
and Strength
Take i; i'l s yd
pany of unusual excellence to interpupon the remarkabla
" I also had backache and a fullness in my stomach. I noticed'that
wont-aret the comedy, which includes Rob- patlon. Adv.
The work of a
which institution Miss Sturtevant was Influence which a mother's happy,
.1
T 1
T! I i' l. i
i
l
Tr
i
makes a constant call in hr
ert
juyma rLi. rirutnam s vegeiaDie vompuunu was adOber, Nena Blake, Douglas Wood,
several
has
with
foryears ago
disposition
graduated
upon the health and
vertised for such cases and I sent and got a bottle.
strength and vitality, and sicknei's
tunes
Carlisle, John C. Brown ell, Clar
Mary
of
to
the
come.
honors.
generation
blaS-dehighest
Xcural. i of it
her
and
comes through
It did me so much good that I kept on taking it and
kidneys
e
ence
Estolle Wynne,
Mother's
Is
RocTcfellor,
Friend
recommended
bands or fAr-for
only
oftener than she knows. Folfy
found it to be all you claim. I recommend it to
rer"
the relief and comfort of expectant mothers,
Hastings and 15 others, and a remedy (' t v !' j
all women afflicted as I was." Mrs. F. P. Mullen-dorKidney Pills will invigorate and
Stop cougning! you rack the luns
store her, and weak back, nervous- and worry the body. BALLARD'S thousands of whom have used and recom- scenic environment of artistic beauty. BALL VD j :
;
Munford, Ala.
Fesses tl r t " 5
ness, aching joints and irregular blad- HOREHOUND SYRUP checks irrita- mend It You will And It on sale at all drag
to LTD I A E.riSKHAM MEDICINE CO.
the pr 'ti ; iz'.t i 1
der action will all disappear when tion, heals the lungs and restores Stores at 11.00 a bottle. Write
to the
1
(CONFIDENTIAL) LYNN, MASS.,foradvice.
Price 25c; 60c Braiifleld Regulator Co., 130 Lamnr Bldg., DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED to rei eve f ,
Foley Kidney Pills are used. O. G. comfortable breathing.
our letter will be opened, read and answered
q
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Slrte. and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Central Atlanta, Ga., for a most Instructive book on by local applications, as they cannot mal enrtji'
by a woman and held In strict confidence.
reach
the
1
diseased
of
the
tt.00
Adv.
portions
rrr
thla greatest of all subjects, motherhood.
Drug Co. Adv.
ear. There is only one way to cure Urus Co. -- . ,
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

ERT.AT OBSERVANCE

SCHOO L HOUSES

THE

OF

FEAST

New York, Oct. 14.

OF

TABERNACLES

COM PLETEO

New low rec-

ords for the current movement were
reported by practically ail leading issues in the course of today's early
stock market. The weakest feature
was Southern Paci'ii, which
broke
iVeo points to SS'j, its lowest price
tuiice 1908.

The abrupt decline of this Btock is
associated with the proposed suit of
the government by which Southern
Pacific may be forced to lose its control of Central Pacific. The entire list
Monte-iiorTomorrow night at Temple
e
was effected by the break in Southern
the first service of the Feast of
Pacific but over adverse conditions,
Succoth will be held, beginning at 8
o'clock. This service will be choral
and there will be no sermon. The
usual Friday evening service will be 'i
mmm rnmytm
held this week and will be directed !q
s
i
Kit
i
principally to the children of the congregation.
The Jewish festival of Succoth or
Feast of Tabernacles will be celebrated this year from Wednesday night,
October 15, at sundown, to Thursday
night, October 23, at the same time.
The festival lasts regularly eight days
and is celebrated by all Jews throughout the world. It was celebrated by
1
NOT HOW
the Jews when they lived in Palestine
as an agricultural festival, and marked the close of the harvest and the
beginning of the plowing and rainy
season. It was a festival of rejoicing
and merry-makinwhen the servant
was equal to the master and all united in praising and thanking God for
His bountiful gifts. The Bible commanded that on this festival all the
people should make a pilgrimage to
the Temple at Jerusalem, and there,
after offering their sacrifices, should
dwell in booths or tabernacles, hastily erected of wood and beautifully
decorated with fruits and flowers to
remind them both of the harvest season and how their ancestors had dewlt
in booths in the wilderness Many
Jews still observe the latter custom,
today. In some synagogues, too, a
modernized form of the harvest festival is celebrated.
Some also celebrate a supplementary festival on the ninth day, called
Rejoicing of the Law, because on that
day the sacred scrolls of the Law of
Moses are rolled back to the beginning of Genesis and are begun to be
read anew. In many synagogues the
scrolls are taken from the holy ark,
$1.25,' $1.50 and $1.7S
in which they are kept and carried
WOMEN'S WAISTS
about in solemn procession.

HAVE JEWISH PEOPLE PREPARE
METAL WATER CONDUCTORS ARE SANITARY
CONDITIONS
IMPORTANT CEREMONIES
FOUND TO EE MOST SATBEEN. MADE BETTER:, SAYS
ISFACTORY
SUPERINTENDENT
,, I
...

The car load of corrugated iron
culverts that was ordered by the
road commission several weeks .go
has arrived and will he placed in the
etoclc of supplies for road building.
The culverts are of various sizes and
will be used on the highways all o;r
the county.
The service rendered by these culverts has been found invaluable hy
the commission. With the use of this
etyle of culvert any road can he so
improved that the heaviest rain cannot destroy the surface and grade.
The metal used has proved to be of
excellent quality, thus insuring a permanent washway.
Work on the Mora road north of
the city was started .this morning
The
With S. F. Bemler In charge.
preliminary ivork will consist of grading the road properly, utter which
gravel will he put on the surface. The
commission expects to build one of
the best roadways in the conn '.7.
Mayor R. J. Taupert of the commission this morning stated1 that the had
place on the Watroua road had been
partly repaired by J. D. Hai-- '
that competition of this work would
eccur within the next 30 days.

The school board held its regular
monthly business meeting last night
at the city hall and disposed of general routine business. The secretary
reported on the improvements that
have been completed at the High
school and at the Douglas avenue
His report was faschool building.
vorably received by the board.
The board found that the improvements-made
during the summer at
both the public school buildings are
satisfactory and the cost did not exceed between $400 and $500. As the
work is permanent the hoard considers this expenditure smalL
The manual training and domestic
science work at the High school,
which was inagurated this year, is
creating considerable interest among
the students. The mauual training
department is complete in every way
and under, the instruction of Professor Byron J. Reed the boys of the
school are receiving valuable train
ing. The domestio science work ineludes sewing and similar work, but
it is the plan of the board of education within the next two years to com
plete this course by adding cooking.
City Superintendent Rufus Mead
stated this morning that at both
schools the improvement were proving highly satisfactory. They have
added greatly to the sanitary condition of the school buldngs.
i

ITCH IS INJURED
V

EMPLOYS

REVOLVING
OF

Ul

KELLY

CROSS
HAND

IN A MINE

HURT

&

SUFFERS A' WOUNDED

CO.

Ribera, N. M., Oct. 14. On October
9, while working in the mica mine 12
miles northeast of here, John Cook
and Matias Romero were badly hurt
by the caving in of the roof of a tunnel. Both men weer practically buried for over an hour under tons of
rock. Their escape from death was
little short of miraculous, and thougn
both were painfully injured, neither
wlil die. John Cook sustained cuts
about the face and head, his right
shoulder was dislocated and his ent;re
body badly bruised. Matias Romero
suffered a broken arm.

at the
While Tapping box emis
Co. box factory at 11:15
Gross Kelly
o'clock this morning James Fitch, an
employe, accidentally cut a gash about
six inches long snd one inch deep in
his right hand. Fitch was standing at
he rip saw in the factory, and, according to information received, slipped on a chip which caused him to
put his hand directly into the saw.
The "Saw, which revolves at an approximate speed of 3, GOO revolutions
to the minute, cut deep into Fitch's
hand. Physicians were summoned
WANTED Clean cotton rags
and the. cash 'was sewed up. Fitch
will not lose any of his fingers.
Optic office.
.'
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SEE THE
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CHINA

PICK ARD

BISQUE FINISH
4
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AN EFFECT THAT IS DIFFERENT
i

'

WIP ZEST'S.

!

FOR

rr-

almost four points, had but slight ef-- ceipts 10,000. Market steady to 5
feet elsewhere, Steel, Reading
and cents lower. Bulk $8.108.35; heavy
Amalgamated retaining all of their ' $8.108.35; packers and butchers
lost ground. Other leaders, however, $8. 158. 40; lights $S8.35; pigs $6
7.50.
continued under pressure.
,
..'
The last sales were:
Cattle, receipts 21,000.
Market
70
steady to weak. Prime fed steers $9
Amalgamated Copper
....108
9.40; dressed beef steers $7.85
Sugar
... 93 S.90; western steers $6.758.65;
Atchison
,
.161
southern steers $5.507; cows $4.25
Reading
86
Southern Pacific
and
7; heifers $59.20; stackers
149
bulls $4.50
Union Pacific
,.
feeders $5.508.25;
54
United States Steel
6.50; calves $G10.
United States Steel, pfd...,
Market
104.! Sheep, receipts 12,000.
;strong. Lambs $6. 506. 85; yearlings
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
$55. 75; wethers $4. 254. 75; ewes
re- -' $3.504.25.
Kansas City, Oct. 14. Hogs,

including' the foreign situation in Mexico, were potent factors.
Losses ranged from 1 to 3 points
in other speculative issues, and such
support as was offered at desultory
moments was half hearted. Bonds
were heavy.
Improvement in local monetary conditions, call and time money ruling
lower, helped along the afternoon recovery.
Reading, Steel and Amalgamated returned to within a small fraction of where they left off Saturday,
and other important issues also moved up a .point or more.
The market closed heavy. A final
raid on Canadian Pacific, which fell
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Quality Style and Prifce- Being Considered
CHEAP but' HOW GOOD r at Prices Thsat Are Right is

i

g

1

jj

The BACHARACH Idea

Attractive, values in Blankets, Women's Waists, Kid Gloves, Aprons,
Suits, Coats, Shoes and Hats. Every article quoted is guaranteed to come up to
the full Bacharach standard of Quality and to be just as advertised. Investigate these articles and you will be highly repaid. Reduced prices are good
only on these four days
,

S. P. TAKES TUMBLE
New York, Oct. 14. Southern Pacific was the weakest feature of today's heavy market, the stock declin-

11
Gingham Aprons for
Kid Gloves; women, full length; each
fine
Women's
48c
Dress
Two pairs limited to each custocome in all colors and sizes; a 25c Children's Colored
Aprons,
mer. All Wool; $7.50 values; best
splendid'-val- ue
at their 'regular
each'
stock.
full
sleeveless;
size,
!l.19c
guaranteed
weight,
price; an unusual one at the sale
25c White Serving Aprons, good
price of
19c
quality India Linon
20c Colored Dust Caps for house
-

Special per pair
$5-4-

9

Dresses

$10 to $27.50

to $25

Made of two materials in greatest favCWfoft'Char-meus- e
and Qr6pe de Chine. The modelsfare"a(f,. Varied

as the trimmings, and nearly every one has the softly
draped blouse, with a chic vest of net, lace or silk.
Frill ruchings or soft laces are other becoming touches.
The Skirts are fascinatingly draped, and caught here
j
and there with buttons.
:

Lace and Nei Waists

-

Though Brooklyn, finished' down in
the second division, Jake Daubert
earned" tEe right to be classed among
the greatest players In the game.

12c

W omen's Autumn

"Every day" because they are, very, simple and vefy
practical and the materials are the sturdier sorts. But
as far as out and styles are concerned Jheyt are fine
enough for women of taste and fashion. Also they
are Suits that will be wearable all winter. Heavy
Cheviots in all new and staple shades, made- with
three" button cutaway
and slightly draped skirts.

Groom pitching,'' his
team could beat the best of them in
a worlf's8Bies of seven games.

uses; each

98c per pair

Women's New Stylish .Suits at

Clark Griffith says that with

APRONS AND DUST CAPS
75c Checked

Each 98c

$15

In

$1.25 KID GLOVES

BLANKETS

of fine
A beautiful assortment
Waists just received by express.
The styles are very new some
have high neck and long sleeves,
others liave low neck and short
sleeves, as you desire.

at ing 3 points to 85, its lowest price
in almost five years. The direct cause
of the decline was a recent announce3 ment by the department of justice at
Washington that it purposed to bring
suit against the company to force it
to relinquish the Central Pacific.
Sales of the stock were unusually
large and predicted In part at least,
large liquidation by shareholders who
seemed concerned at the latest move
of the federal authorities. While no
authoritative statement has been issued by the Southern Pacific in view
of the proposed dissolution it is understood the company will oppose the
government's move.

2i

"".

&

14, 1913.

Now

Suit is

that the Autumn

t,

dainty,

dressy Cream Lace and Net Waists have come into
their own, 'and these exclusive rnodels chief among
them. All with the new drop shoulder or kimono
sleeves.

"
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WILLIAM A. ERADY LTD. Presents

nn

THE NEW YORK AND LONDON COMEDY TRIUMPH

iitiEQSy

.US

r
L

EV

DY JAf.IZS MONTGOMERY
A COZ7ZDY OF IGVE AMO iiO.MANOE
FULL OF LAUGHS AND THRILLS
The NOTABLE COMPANY includes
ROBERT OBER

ADELAIDE HASTINGS
MARY CARLISLE
MAURICE BARRET
CLARKE SILVERN AIL

DOUGLAS WOOD , NENA BLAKE
T. E. B. HENRY
JOHN C. BROWNELL
ESTELLE WYNNE
WALTER FREDERICKS
CLYDE NORTH
JOHN C. FENTON
GRAYDON FOX
CLARENCE ROCKFELLER
ALBERT MATTISON and others

FssrflH IVsms

IV&o

risd cr EMpssi

Aro EJsr

to Co

The Kiw nd Queen of Rnirlsnd saw It. twice durlntf iti ilsilit months' run tit the
New Theatre, and. pronouueed it the ttnesi love story they have yet tirea on the

f'SKO.

.

.

.'

.

Prices range from

A son of Jack Dunn, the Baltimore
manager, Is captain of the Baltimore
City college football eleven.

.

.

75c, $1 an ana $1.8 O

Seats on Sale at ifurphey's

Oct. 12

Women's Serviceable Coats at

$3.50 to $8.50

$10 to $40

Women's Fall and Winter Suits

Pitcher Eddie Cieotte or the White
the greatest
favorites in Chicago othls season.
So xproved to be one of

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Oct. 14 Wheat suffered
"
a sharp decline on account of weak
c&Wes and large receipts at Winnitc-peg. Opening prices were
down and scarcely any reaction
followed. The close was nervous
t
' "'
"''. .
1 cent net lower.

2

'

Fine weather and the wheat weak
ness pulled down corn. The market,
to
which opened
cent
off, showed but little power to rally,
The close was at a decline of
cent net.
to
Oats were heavy in sympathy with
other grams. Offerings met only a
slow demand, but. quotation steadied
cent at Die
to
afttr dropping
outset.
First sales of provisions ranged from
a shade decline to five cents advance.
Strength, however, did not turn out to
be of a lasting sort. The closing quotations were as follows:
Wheat, Dec. 85; May 90.
Corn, Dec.
Oats, Dec.

67;

May 70.
May
Pork, Jan. $19.60; May $19.70
Lard, Jan. $10.40; May $10.60.

39;

42.

1"

'h Mi

her

wardrobe is the buyind of her long coat. It
is 4he 'great indlspeiisible; with! it she csLsi wear her
one-piedresses If it turns suldenly cold, and take
her time about choosing a., suit, ,We are showing a
wonderful line, better in many lays than evef before.
Autumn

I

4-

f
j

WOMEN'S

WINTER

-

SflOE:

Women's. Winter Shoes will be las
Eviry
nearly invisible as possible.
line has been designed to make the
foot look small. Vamps are as lohg
as one pleases. In the Shoes at $3.f0
and $4.00 we are showing practicaly
all the conservative models.

Price

SHs

and
QuaJity Tells

We have at least Ihree dozea different models in the
popular Cutaway etyle, each with a distinction all its
own. The trimmings,j too, are new a touch of satin
as a piping, or a velvet inlay on the collar; others are
strictly tailored, with buttons smartly arranged. The
materials are rough, and smooth weaves Serges, Cheviots, Diagonals and? others; In navy, brown, .gray and
ther colors, also .black." Prices on thesis, lots
:

J fr.

& $27.50 to $45

Hat Styles
Stunning
GAGE BROTHERS

Stein Illoth Suits and Overcoats for Men

A big assortment of Women's Hats are now being shown in all
the new shades decreed good in the biggest fashion centet.
Our prices are less than others and1 styles superb.

S3.50 to S12.50
"THE

ST One

E.LAG VCGAS

$20.00 to $35.00
"The Pecollection

OF QUALITY"

of
1

.

Distinctive Suits in a class all by
themselves
Style with propriety,
style which gives individuality without encroaching upon good taste. Tailored: in all the Kew and Exclusive
Fabrics and Colorings.

lil

Quality

FCemains Long

bus

4.-4-

fJ.Mf

After the Price is

Forgotten."

i

LAS VEGAS DAfLY OPTIC,
of Wagon
Dr. A. E. Norlhwood
Mound was a business visitor in the
city for a short time today..
Mrs. Charles Scott came in this afternoon from her home at Levy for a
short visit with friends in Las Vegas.
Eugenio Romero of Mora was a
Mrs. Trinidad Sena returned yesterin
Las
visitor
today.
Vegas
business
she had
F. B. McCall of Kansas City, is a day from Bernalillo, where
the
for
relatives
past
been
sev
for
visiting
m
Las Vegas
business visitor
l!

:

I

eral days.

week,

'

L. H. Kennedy, a well known business man of San Marcial, was a visitor
in Las- - Vegas today.
C. R. McDowell and Cbarles Shoemaker of Trinidad were business visitors in Las Vegas today.
Mrs. Homer Wean returned last
friends
night from a. week's visit with
in
Albuquerque.
and relatives
F. J. Dodds, connected with the
Santa Fe,
auditing department of the
was a business visitor here today.
H. B. Burrall of the Gallinas forest
In last night
planting station, came
for a short business visit in Las Vegas
G. B. Mitchell, an official of the
Santa Fe railway, came In last night
from Topeka for a short business visit
here,
W. J. Stehle, representative for the
Morris Packing company, was a business visitor in Las Vegas today from
his headuarters at Albuquerque.
FTladelfio Baca, assistant superintendent of public Instruction of New
Mexico, came in last night from Santa

Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Lawton of Eau
Claire, Wis.., arrived in Las Vegas this
afternoon and, will be visitors here for
several weeks,
Rev. N. B. Green, pastor of the First
Baptist church, left last night for
Missouri, 'where he will visit relatives
for the next few weeks.
Guillermo Garcia, clerk in the of- fice of County Clerk Lorenzo Delgado,
has returned from Albuquerque, where
he spent several days visiting friends.
Miss Jessie, Evans, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. T. C. Evans, left this afternoon for points in Wisconsin where-shwill visit relatives for the next
few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Ike Eacharacli returned this afternoon from Denver where
they have been for the past few
weeks on account of the illness of
Mr. Bacharach.
J. M, Hardcastle, local representative for the Heralds of Liberty Insur
ance company, left this afternoon- for
Albuquerque where he will be on business for several days.
Mr. and ?Irs. Clarence Iden left
last night on Santa Fe train No. 2
for Excelsior Springs where Mr. Iden
will, remain for the next few weeks.
Mrs. Iden will go to Iowa, where she
will visit relatives and friends.
District Attorney Charles W. G.
TVard left this afternoon on an offcial
visit to Vaughn and Santa Rosa. At
the former place he will prosecute h
man accused of killing an antelope.
At the latter city he will investigate
a case of horse stealing. Mr. Ward
will he gone several days.
-

Fe for a short business visit here.
J. R. James of Raton was here on
business today for a short time, on
his way to his home from Mora. He
is making the trip in an utitomobfle.
George Hile of Watrous came in
last evening from Sapello, where he
has beerf on business. He will be a
business visitor here for several days.
B. B. Mizer and' Jake Flint returned
from a two weeks' hunting trip yesterday evening. They went out after
deer but returned with only a limited
number of grouse.
t
.1, R. Sibley Qf Rochester, N. Y., and
Alfred Clark of Oniada,' N. Y., are in
Las Vegas as visitors. They will remain here for several weeks as the
ADJUTANT GENERAL
guests of friends.
Sid Smith came in last night from
Rociada and will remain in Las Vegas
NOT CALLED UPON
for the remainder";of the winter. Mr.
Smith has been residing at Rociada
MILITIA NOT NEEDED TO RESCUE
for the past 'ew months.
THE KIDNAPED WIVES Of
Mr. and Mrs Albert Marshall re"'"" MINERS
turned yesterday from Albuquerque,
where they have been on their wedTrinidad, Colo.', Oct. 14. Frank .1
ding trip. Mr. and Mrs. Marshall
were married in Las Vegas last week. Hayes, vice president of the United

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 14, 1913.

quartered with the two women in this
city and who speaks English, acted
BUY IT AT THE
as Interpreter to Interviewers this
morning. The women declared that
they were badly frightened by their
treatment at the hands of the wives
of striking miners at Ludlow "Jester-day-.
They verified the story that they
and taken to
Si had heen intercepted
the- tent colony, and declared that the
Opposite the Y. M. C. A.
women of the tent colony told them
that the strikers, were enemies of
1 their husbands because they continu-- i
I Uil IIJIU IILiL.ll
,ed to work..
These statements, said the women,
S1.00
Waffle Irons
served still further to frighten them.
Sett Potts Irons with stand and p
This morning Mrs. Benegar told her
$1.00
handle husband by telephone of what transfl.00
Savory Oval Roasters
pired at Ludlow yesterday. She said
?1.25
Handled Axes, 75c' $1
she urged her husband to quit work
-- 5Uc
.
Coffee Mills
g and return to Europe, but he refused,
S3.B.T for S5.50 California Plaid F.
saying he wanted to work.
Wool Blankets.
Since the outbreak of the strike
Benegar and Ludiac have been pro70c doz., for Mason's Pint Jars.
viding for their wives in Trinidad, but
85c doz. for Mason's Quart Jars
they are now anxious'for the women
$1.05 doz. for Mason's
to join them at Delagua.
Jars.
Eighteen deputy sheriffs were seiz35c doz. Jelly Glasses.
ed tSTs afternoon by strikers and
25c for 3 doz. Red Jar Rubbers.
strike sympathizers as they - were
4c. each for Glass
Percolator
about to board a special train for
Ludlow and are now being held at the
Tops.
15c pound Parafine Wax.
local union headquarters.
A large
$1.05 doz. Economy Pint Jars.
crowU gathered about the place. The
$1.25 doz. Evonomy Quart Jars.
strikers are apparently in the best
$1.50 doz. Economy
of humor and regard the episode as a
Jars
huge- joke.
TTTe men arrived in
ie city this
PREMIUM COUPONS WITH
morning from Santa Fe and had just
received deputy sheriff's commissions.
ALL CASH SALES

fly E

SPRINGERS

TAKE

Pyramids of Progress

GAME FROM THE

ROSEWTHALI

IPeopl

HARRISES

-

ELKS' LEAGUE TEAMS READY TO

nni this ivffk

Mine Workers, this afternoon made a
flat denial of the report that Adjutant
DIE
General John Chase, acting under instructions of Governor E. M. Amnions,
has ordered him personally to produce CLAIMANT OF

the wives
Benegar and John
Ludiac, two women who
were alleged to have'; been kidnaped
by the wives of striking miners t
the, Ludlow colony.
The women were brought to Trinidad early last evening from the tent
colony in an automobile by John McLennan, president of District 15. They
are now quartered at a private house
in Trinidad.
The women are at liberty, but both
declare their are fraid to again attempt to join their husbands at Dela-gua- .
third Slavish woman,

LJ

LJ LI

WELTERWEIGHT

TITLE SUFFERS CONCUSSION
OF BRAIN

Philadelphia, Oct. 14.- Harry Lewis, claimant of the welterweight championship, who received what Is believed to have heen a concussion of the
brain last night in his fight with
-

LsiA

lJvJ
7 ivv

:

Harris

.

.'

.

Standing of the Teams
Won Lost Pet.
C. W. G. Ward
1
0
1.000
H: Raynolda
. 1 0 1.000
1
0
J. Danzlger
1.000
W. Springer
1.000
1
0
J.

rust Co.

0

1

C. H. Baily
C. Dauziger

0

1
1

.000
.000
.000

Nolette

0

1

.000

October

January

June

Last night at the Elks' club the
Springer team defeated the Harris
team by 107 pins in a fast game. The
higest score made was 448 by H. Martin. The low honors went to
d
with 257 pins. The standing of
the teams now shows that each has
played one game and the actual competition for the championship will
start in earnest. The series will continue at a rapid pace until the best
team wins. The official score of last
night's game is as follows:
Harris Team
'
1st. 2nd. 3rd. Tot.
124
162
396
Harris ... ....110
105
126
Ament ...
411
180

a

14. 1912.

$104333.18

2. 1913, 199.390,76

264,270.08

14, 1913,

Sept. 13, '13, 288,418.90
lj

;

Hill-bran-

Cadillac, Mich., met Battling Nelson
no
of Hegewish, 111., in a
decision boxing contest at the Elite
arena here last night. Wolgast had
the better of eight rounds of the ten
rounds, while two were even. The
contest was one of the hardest and
fastest ever seen SeTe."
Wolgast fought a clean, swift battle and three times had the Dane
groggy. He used his left to the chin
and right to the face with great force
84
98
Mackel
97
279 but the Battler always came hack
93
66
98
Hillbrand
257 hard.
NeJson bored in. continually and at
141
164
450
145
Strass ..V
times showed flashes of his old time
682' 1793 form, hut his blowa lacked steam. '
555
556
Both tired toward the end of the
''
hut Wolgast was far the
contest,
Team
Springer
the close. Blood was flowat
fresher
1st. 2nd. 3rd. Tot.
148
430 ing from f the Dane's nose and lips
168
xWard ... ....114
126
155
404 from the blows of the Cadillac fighter.
123
Amudson
Charley White of Chicago chal148
154
448
146
Martin
winner before the end of
S3
J. Stern
70
114
267 lenged the
'
and'
hout
the
Jimmy Britt was intro100
!S. Rosen thai.. 118
351
133
duced to the big crowd.
In a preliminary Jimmy Duttori
626
621
f':h
653 1900
of
Liverpool, England, was outpointed
Bowled for Bendix.
xBowled for
in
six rounds by Freddie Andrews of
Springer. ! Bowled for Shupp.
Milwaukee.

.....

"Joe" Borrell, a Philadelphia middleweight, was reported today to be a
"very sick, man" by physicians at the
hospital.
The police arested Lewis' opponoi t
in the fight, Referee Frank O'Brion
and the four seconds who attend the
who Is two fighters.

'

A

OF INJURIES

II

BEGIN ON SECOND ROUND
OF CONTESTS

.'

WDLGAST BEATS NELSON
Milwaukee, Oct. 14. Ad Wolgast of

WORLD'S CHAMPIONS
GET THEIR BONUS
EACH

OF THE
PHILADELPHIA
ATHLETICS
13 GIVEN
$3,243.94

Philadelphia, Oct. 14. Twenty-sichecks were distributed here today
by John E. Bruce,
secretary of
the
National
Baseball
commission, to the officials and players of the
Philadelphia American league ball
club as their share of the world's series money.
The club received a check of
of which $10,000 had been put
up as a forfeit to comply with the
rules of the series. This wa3 the net
amount, after 25 per cent had been
deducted from the club's totals, which
will be turned over to President Johnson of the American league for distribution to the other seven American
league clubs.'
Each of the 25 player3 eligible to
compete in the series received
x

j

$69,-33.7- 9,

Subscribe for The Optic.
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Are the embodiment of all you can desire in clothing, v"
The monstrous difference from other

clothes lies in its

high-grad- e

FRANKEL FIFTEEN, America's Greatest

priceS15

$15.00 Suits and Overcoats means

to you the fulfillment of your most critical clothes wants at the nominal price of
$15.00 with the additional Surety of the Frankcl System Guarantee.

ANY GARMENT WHICH DISAPPOINTS ITS WEARER

IN SERVICE WILL RE REPLACED
FASHIONS" Always "Present

OVERCOATS
possess all (he style that is possible ta any
garment and the highest class workmanship.

R'ANKHL

f

FtFTEEN

America's Greatest $15.09 Clothes
Las Vodas'Lofldino Storo

kJ U A m. kj

'

will pve you tile greatest reJurn for
money of any sails raade. Style and
quality combined to the greatest possible

j;:r

degree they Imk well, wear well and
keep their shape. They ir.r;j?t tuct C.vv y
marks t!.
appearance
jh 1 1
criminating tasi:; ia select:.-!'i t! ."
Let us show j i these woe J;: ' ; r- i-

j

f

"Frankel Twenty"
M

(

Truly Remarkable Garments at a Truly Hemarkabie Price

Made from the finest grade of fabrics
they possess that distinct individuality so
much desired by the well dressed man.

America's Gieaiest $20 Coat

:.

;iCA'

harld iailored throughout

WORKMANSIIIP-Alwa- ys

FRANKEL'TWENTY"

ifjff

;

pure woolf thoroughly shrunk

FABRICS-Alwa- ys

FRANKn SYSTEM CLOTHES

ly"
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OF SPECIAL MASTER'S
SALE
tTute of New Mexico, Fourth Judicial
District, County of San Miguel. In
NOTICE

No. 7547.

A.

0

ed.
And

whereas, the costs
trict court, as taxed by

of said Dis

the clerk

thereof are the sum of Nine and

optic,

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 14. 1913.

LAND SALE

15he

1 OtCEiMd

Kiefer and
Kellie M. Kiefer,
Defendants.
Whereas, in that certain action in
the District Court of thu Fourth Judicial District of the State of New
Mexico, Bitting within and for tho
County of San Miguel, wherein John
M, Maria la plaintiff and Earle A.
Kiefer and Nellie M. Kiefer are defendants, said cause being numbered
7547 on the docket of said Court and
said action being, among other things,
exeupon a certain promissory note
cuted and delivered by the said defendants to the plaintiff, and for the
foreclosure of a certain mortgage
made, executed and cteliveerd to th3
said plaintiff to secure the payment
of the said promissory note, the said
A.
plaintiff on the 3rd day of October,
against
obtained
judgment
Tj. 1913,
the said Earle A. Kiefer and Nellie
M. Kiefer for the sum of One Thousand Two Hundred Twelve and
(f 121 2.50) Dollars, and for
cf said action to be
costs
the
taxed hv the clerk of the court.
And said plaintiff also obtained further a decree of foreclosure and ordor
of sale of the real estate and premises described and Included in su;d
mortgage and as herein after describ-

I'arle

QAH.V

acie tract on which ;the minimum que. Attorney A. T. Hsinmett appear-- I
ed for her.
price is fixed at $3 an acre.
This land will be sold on the folEsch
lowing' terms and conditions:
tract will be offered separately and
sold to the highest bidder, the land IF CONSTIPATED OR
commissioner reserving the right to
reject any or all bids. Possession will
BILIOUS -- "CASCAHETS"
be given on or before October 1, 1914.
The successful bidders must pay to
the commissioner of public lands, or FOR
SOUR
SICK
HEADACHE,
NEAR his agent holding such sale,
OF ACRES
THOUSANDS
STOMACH, SLUGGISH LfVER
of the price offered by them respectDEMING TO GO AT $10
AND BOWELS.
ive'y for the land, 4 per cent interest
AN ACRE
in advance on 'the balance of such
Get a
box.
14.
purchase
price, the fees for advertis-- ;
Oct.
Land;
Santa Fe, N. M.,
Take a Cascaret tonight to cleanse
in-- !
costs
and
all
intr
and appraisement
sales, in the famous shallow water,
stomach and bowels, and
to the sale herein, and each your liver,
belt of Luna county around Deming, cidental
feel great by morning.
will
you
surely
de-i
must
be
amounts
said
'.and
all of
will, be held on Monday, December 8,
who have headwomen
men
You
and
acposited in cash or certified exchange
by the state land commissioner,
can't
coated
sleep, are
tongue,
ache,
which
said
at. the time of sale, and
with
cording to notices being sent out by
bothered
all of them are subject bilious, nervous, upset,
the state land office. The land is amounts and
or
a
disordered
stomach,
sick,
Mex-;
gassy,
New
to the state of
situated in the Mirnbres valley, rang- to forfeiture
and feel all worn out.
backache
have
not
do
bidders
successful
ioo
if
the
22to-2south and
ing from townships
execute a contract within 30 days Are you keeping your towels clean
ranges 8 to 10 west. Some of the land
after it has been mailed to them by with Cascarets or merely forcing a
13 close to Deming, and ranging from
said contracts to passageway every few days with salts,
this city on the north clear to the the slate land office,
the
payment of the bal-- i cathartic pills or castor oil?
lower end of the valley next to the provide for
Cascarets immediately cleanse and
of
ance
the
prices of said
purchase
Mexican line.
in
30
annual
in
the stomach, remove the sour,
tracts of land
equal
There are 10,076 acres on which a
with interest on all de "ndi'jested and fermenting food and
stallments,
minimum price of $10 an acre has
ferred payments at the rate of 4 per foi'l gases; tai-- tb.F evens bile from
been fixed; also one piece of C40 acres cent
per annum in advance, payment lie liver and cairy off the constipated
on which there is a house, well, corthe
from
due on October 1 of each
and
interest
jvistc matter and poi'.-oral, wind mill and' fencing, valued at year.
intestines and bowels,
$250 in addition to the land; also G40
In the United States Court
Remember, a Cascaret tonight will
acres on which there is a well valued
you out by morning. A
court
straighten
United
district
States
the
In
also
at $200 in addition to the land;
from your dru?gist means
box
640 acres on which there is a wind this morning Mary Riser, charged
bowel
ento
action; a clear head
tho
healthy
Indians,
mill, well tank and corral valued at with selling liquor
cuse
for months. Don't
cheerfulness
and
of
not
Her
a
the
tered
acre
guilty.
for
to
an
plea
$10
$225 in addif'.n
Adv.
Alburme.r27
children.
at
the
October
forget
land; also a 35 a.re tract and a 40 was set for

SLUE

the District Court.
Jclin M. Maris,
Plaintiff,
vs.

vtuA8

SHORT ORDERS AN

CHAPMAN

LODGE
A.

COLU
RATES

TOR

'f

fc

CLASSIFIED

ADVER-

W. M., H. S

. if

a

TISEMENTS
cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
liries
All
advertisements
charaed
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
Five

j

JLiUJU-i- ii

n

j

M.

NO, 2, A. F. 4
Regular com-

munication first and
Jiira Tnursaay in
ach month. Yisitini
brothers cordially

,

10-ce-

REGULAR DINNERS
ALWAYS HANDLED

Wm. P. Mills,
Pettien, Secretary.

FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
NO.
102
Meets every Monday night at
O. R. C. hall, on, Douglas avenue at
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are cordially welcome. J. C. Wertz, President; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; O H.
Bally, Treasurer.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTB TEMPLAR
Rne.
ft
conciaTe ,M 4 xui- -

LOCAL TIME CARD
Easi Bcund
Arrive
9:10 p. m...

sonic Temple at 7:i a. m. . H.
KlnkeL B. C; Chas. Tamme. Re-- No.
cornier.
'
No.

2. ..
4. ..11:05

t.

m...

p.

2:05 a. m.. .
1:45 p. m...
West Bound

No .
.,
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY No. 10. ..
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic No. 1...
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H. No. 3,..
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O. No. 7. ..
No. 9...
Blood, Secretary.

Arrive
1:20
6:10
4:20
6:35

Depart

b

ni...

a.
p.

m...
m...

p.

m.

WANTED

brethren cordially invited to attei:i
F. D. Fries, N. O.; Gus Lehman, V. G.;
T. M. El wood, Secretary, Karl Wertz
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemewrj
he Trustee.

Adv.

Drug Co.

Saddle pony. Must
gentle and well broke. Address J,
P., Optic.

B.

P. O. ELKS

Meets

second

and

For YOU!

fourth (TueBday evening of each
WANTED Good clean
stock mer month ElkB home on Ninth street and
chandise. Price must be right. Give Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
full description. A. C. Case, P. O. are
cordially Invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Box 440, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.
WANTED First class cook; refer
ences required. Apply 725 Sixth KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR-

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon

you use

if

---

ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
WANTED Reliable man to manage
first and third Mondays of each
small business; must be hustler. Ad month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
dress H., Optic.
Ladles always welcome. O. It Flers-ma-

,

!

WANTED Experienced cook,
wages. 1053 Eighth street.

''

......

''..'"

'

Good

Ftsr Safe

"

:

President; A. D. Tillman, Finan
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street.
East Las Vegas, N. M.

Greenclay, Secretary.
FOR SALE Good work horse.
quire J. A. Cobb, Boulevard. ,

Cheap, nicely furnished Sonsul; O. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
house, close in; no health seekers Montague, Local Deputy.
VlBitin
Phone Main 407.
members are especially welcorje nr

cordially invited.
RENT Cottage in desirable
neighborhood, newly painted, pa KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNpered, electric lights. Low rat.
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
Phone Purple 55D1.
urth Thursday in O. R. C. hall.
Pioneer building. Visiting members
FOR RENT Comfortably furnished
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
room in modern home. 1030 Eighth
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.
FOR

.i

'.

1

.,

FOR RENT Modern light housekeep
ing rooms at 1030 Fifth street.

j

FOR RENT Four room cottage, 407
Washington avenue. C. H. Stevenson, Phone Main 291.
FURNISHED cottage
Eighth.

for rent.

HUNKER & HUNKER
Ceorge A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunket

FOR RENT To lady or gentleman
employed, comfortable, furnished
room; no health seekers. Phone
Purple 5301.

Attorneys-at-La-

New Mexlec

DENTISTS

Lout

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

Biwtolfi's famous Italian orchestra, (.iayt-.- during the eniire sessions, fur
a musical prelude to the vari-- ,
which has delighted Las Vegas audi nisliing
cms lectures and entertainments. The
ences in other years, has returned,
orchestra was so well liked at those
professional Health Culture for Ladies and will give an entertainment to
places that it will return next year
1WRS. OLL1E SHEARER
addi
In
theater.
the
Browne
at
for other engagements.
and Scalp night
general Massage, Hair
exan
will
be
there
music
lias Vegans will be glad to learn
tion
the
to
Treatment, Facial Massage, maniBistolfi still has with him the
that
motion
of
pictures.
cellent program
cure, Chiropody.
gifted young violinist, Enfco
Hotel Romalne
Since leaving heer a year ago last
l
This young man will play
m
m.
to
8:30 p.
Office Honrs: 1:30 p.
deAugust, when he played at the openTurmani
Last
solos.
year
Bistol-f- i
ing of the new Elks' clubhouse,
lighted everybody who heard him. He
has traveled far and won new hon is a talented player, and Bistolfi says
CAERIAGE
Texas, he has improved wonderfully since
ors.
In Kansas, Colorado.
AUTOMOBILE,
Missouri
and other states he has he played here last. ;
or- The following article from the Par- good whereever hh talented
SIGN PAINTING
a
(Kans.) Sun. shows the approv-a- l
was scheduled ir
Winfield. gM'na rH Vw.: ;,
divert by the public to Bistolfi in
(be
423 CBAN0 AVE.
Chauluuiua Witeublies he. that city:
Tjur-man- i.
sev-era-

s

;

LOST Pearl
brooch
carved with
lady's head, Wednesday evening.
"Those who are inclined to Judge
Return to Optic.
i performance simply by the pried of
.dmisslon were highly delighted dnd
A Marvelous Escape
greatly surprised at the wonderful Per
"My little boy had a marvelous esformance of the Italian orchestra at cape," writes P. F. Bastiams of Prince
the Gem theater last night. They ire Albert, Cape of Good Hope. "It ocartists with temperament and exce- curred In the middle of the night. He
got a very severe attack of croup.
llent interpretation.
They put thdir As
luck would have it, I had a large
thW
hearts into their work. In fact,
bottle of Chamberlain's Cough Remand
impressivfe. edy in the house.
After following
produce music soulful
The young violinist is a virtuoso. Nork the directions for an hour and twenty
better has ever been heard in o minutes be was through all danger."
Pold by all dealers. Adv.
city, and his gov work alone is worti
many times the price of admission1! r
They Make You Feel Good
Everybody should hear those Italian1! The pleasant purgative effect pro
artists. All can benefit by such, de- duced by Chamberlain's Tablets and
the
condition of body and
lightful playing. It is seldom that the mind healthy
which they create make one
is
offered
similar
op. feel
public anywhere
joyful. For sale by all dealers
Adv.
portunity at such small cost."
-'

--

MAN PROCESS

7

J

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

K

SILVER
FRENCH- GREY (STERLING) FINISH

A

EMPRESS
can be ot- tainec! in this city from

ALL GROCKRS

RETAIL PRICES
20c
25c
30c
40c

per
per
per
per
...50c per

lbs., or More, Each Dsl very
to 2,000 lbs., Each Dsllvery
to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 bs., Each Delivery
Lest than 50 lbs. Each Delivery

2,000

1,000 Ibs
200 lbs.,

100

ib
100 lot
100 lb
100 lbs
100 lb.

AGUAPURA COMPANY

417

FURNISHED ROOMS for light house
keeping. 921 Lincoln.

I

THE GREAT ITALIAN MUSICIAN

is.

Made by GER-

street

a

BISTOLFI,

FLOUR reolb

j

f

culture beds or breeding places for
the germs of penumonla and other
germ diseases. That !s why penumo-ainever results from a cold when
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is used.
It bas a world wide reputation for its
cures. It contains no morphine or
other sedative. For sale by all dealers. Adv.

ATTOKNEYa

Better EMPRESS

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brothers
Love at Woodmen of the World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays
month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart

FOR RENT

M

t
It s giving you
a present for doing something
'
you 'd do hny
way when you
leam how Much
T.

B

In

For Rent

rAvold Sedative Cough Medicines
If you want to contribute directly
bronto the occurrence of capillary medichitis and pneumonia ubb cough
cines that contain codine, morphine,
heroin and other sedatives when you
have a cough or cold. An expectorant
like Chamberlain's Cough Remedy la
what is needed. That cleans out the

EMPRESS
FLOUR

FOR SALE Ptire apple cider, good L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second an.
fourth Thursday
evening eact
cooking apples, $1.50 per 100 lbs
month at W. O. W. hall. Visitin.
Phone Olive 5621.
brothers cordially invited. Howard T
FOR SALE Home maiiv comforts at Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
?3.50. Orders a'so solicited. Ladies'
I. O. of B. B.
Meets every first Tue
Aid Christian Church. Phone Pur
day of the month In the vestry roonx
ple 5432.
of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock i
HONEY for sale at Phoenix Ranch m. Visiting brothers are cordially it
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charle
Watrous, N. M.

''''

''

a. in
p. n
p. n

HERBINE at bedtime. It opens the
bowels, purifies the system and restores a fine feeling of health and energy. Price 50c. Sold by Central

street

'

.

p. is.

O. F. LA3 VEGAS LODGE NO
When your food does not digest
Meets every Monday evening ai well and you feel "blue," tired and
their hall on Sixth street. All vit'tine discouraeed, you should use a little

MAIN

NUMBER,

Wanted

AT BROWNE THEATER TONIGHT

.,--'-

1:45
6:15
4:30
7:00

.

1.

OfTIC'

BISTOLFI'S ITALIAN ORCHESTRA

.4

Depart
9: IS p. n
11:05 p. m
.2:10 a. m
2:10 p. m

0.

Special Master.

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices .
ftoom 1, Center Block, Tel Main 13
East Las Vegas, New Mexico

D

THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE

one-tent- h

WM. G. HAYDON,

Las Vegas,

IESTAUBANT AND GAFt

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

ed, 'as- follows:

The northeast quarter of Section
'Thirty-fou- r
(31), Township .Sixteen
(10) North, Range Nineteen (19) East
of New Mexico Principal Meridian,
containing Ono Hundred Sixty acres,
mora or less.
Now, Therefore, notice 13 hereby
:. given that on Monday,, the 5th. day
of January, A. D. 1914, at 10 o'clock
In the forenoon of said day, at the
East front door of the Court House,
In the town of Las Vegas, County of
',San Miguei, State of New Mexico, I
will, in obedience to the said order
of sale and decree, sell to the highest bidder for cash the above described premises and real estate, or as
much thereof as may be necessary to
satisfy said plaintiff's judgment and
interest and costs.
W. J. Lucas, East Las Vegas, N. M.,
attorney for plaintiff.

OPTIC

EIGHTH

80-10- 0

Dollars, making the aggregate sum for
which nlalntiff has judgment in said
cause the sum of Twelve Hundred
to0
Dollars,
Twenty Two and
adverthis
of
costs
gether with the
tisement and sale.
And, Whereas, In said judgment and
decree I am commanded to sell the
following described real estate and
premises situate in the County of San
Miguel, State of New Mexico, and described as follows,
The certain lot, tract and parcel of
land and real estate situate, lying and
being in The Las Vegas Grant in the
County of San Miguel, State of New
Mexico and more particularly describ-

LIB!

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural ice, the Purity
Tamoua
lasting Qualities ot Which Have Made Las Vega
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS
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SIMPLICITY

I

WILL

A ROYAL

al family were present. The dinner
was followed by a reception at Clarence House, to which the friends of
the bridal couple were invited.
The Royal Chapel, which will be
the scene of tomorrow's wedding, is
fully prepared for the great event.
As it would have been impossible to
'it iL iunodate the three hundred persons who are invited in the chapel
without changing the interior arrangement, the pews were removed and
in their place stands of three tiers
each were built on each Bide of the
nave, amply spacious to accommodate
e
of gilt
the guests. A
chairs has been placed near the altar
rail for the royal guests. One, higher than the others, is reserved for
Queen Mary. The keynote of the interior decorations of the chapel is
simplicity. There will be no lavish
display of flowers or shrubs. Out of
respect for the bride White heather

FREEDOM
kakes

.

WEDDING

..

London, Oct. 14.

Evjrythin,

down

to the most minute detail, is ready
tor the wedding, tomorrow, of Prince
Arthur of Connaught and the Duchess
of Fife. As a preliminary to tomorrows event a royal family dinner was
given today, at which all the members of royalty who are to attend the
wedding and the members of the roy

Inavrea Prompt Deliver lea at Minimum Ex penaa

Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers

whom you can
Durable in construction, tellable in operation cheaper than horse power
" .ii.iiim.sf. - -.- .. .
' A
iWi

satisfy.

'llAI!frtr.

C,

,1.
l--

K,ii

5'

'

l

,

i

,

tlii.

,

l
7f

Uhir

YOU

NATURE'S

GREATEST

REMEDY

Get It and Get Right
Sold by most druggists, grocers, dealers,
lares bottle. Medical booklet and
doctor's advice sent tree on application.
The Duffy Malt Whisker Co., Rochaitsr, N.Y.
tl.OO a

in the floral decorations

will be used
exclusively.
is the same
wedding of
The
Mary.

The carpet to be used
which was used at the
King George and Queen
gold plate of the altar
service dates back to Charles thei Second. The books to be used are those
used at the king's wedding.
Among the members of royalty who
will be present at the wedding tomorrow will be King George, who will
give the bride away, Queen
Mary,
Queen Alexandra, Dowager Empress
Marie of Russia, the King and Queen
of Norway, Queen Dowager Amelie of
Portugal, Prince' and Princess Frederick Leopold of Prussia, the Prince of
Wales and the Duke of
who will be the attendants of
the groom; Princess Maud, the bride's
sister, Princess Mary and her cousin,
Princess Mary of Teck, Princess Patricia, Prince Olaf, the crown prince
of Norway and Prince John, the
youngest son of King George and
Queen Mary.

v

v

-- ua-

1

"V

The royal bride will wear a magnificent dress of white Batin and lace
and her mother's wedding veil. Upon
her head she will wear a tiara of natural orange blossoms from the royal
hot houses of Sandringham. The flv
bridesmaids will be dressed in blue,
with blue satin shoes and stockings
and flower wreaths in place of hats.
Prince Olaf and Prince .John, who
will be pages to the bride, will wear
coats and knee pants of blue satin.

-

Investigate its merits and obtain full particulars from

CHARLES ILFCLD COMPAUY,

agents

FULLY EQUIPPFO AT YOUR. DOOR

$1,500

AOtM

OVERLAND fiCDfl, 59 T

Telephone or call and we will have our demonitrator show you
Las Vegas Aulomcbfle S Machine
Phjne Main 344.

Vhalen,

&

The bridegroom will wear full dress
uniform of his regiment, the Scots
Grays, the band of which will play In
the court yard of the chapel before
and after the ceremony.
The full
choir of the Chapel Royal will sing
the hymns.
After the wedding ceremony ' the
guests will assemble at St. James
Palace,- where the wedding breakfast
will be served. Only the immediate
members of the royal family and
some of their more distant relations
will be present. As to the plans of
the young couple but little has been
permitted to become known. They
will go to Liverpool to say farewell
to the Duke and Duchess of Connaught
who are going to Canaad, but their
further movements are a matter of
mere speculation.

v&ht 4
-

to

Fowler Props

Foley Kidney Pills Succeed
Because they are an honestly made
medicine that relieves promptly the
suffering due to weak, inactive kidneys and painful bladder- - action. They
offer a powerful help to nature In
building up the true excreting kidney
tissue in restoring normal action and
relieving bladder discomforts. TRY
THEM. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store Adv.

MOST HEAT FOR VOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA GOAL
WHOLESALE

FIGHTS

AND RETAIL

Li3

IN

$100,000.00

J.

M.

Cunningham,

President,

M

Frank Springer,
I-

-

Interest

A.
Psvid

150.000.00

v

.rp: w ri!y'
i " "

A

T

s

noaking, Cashibi
vviv ahh'i.

Cash

V EG AH
On Time Deposits

-

of Another.
Remarkable Trait of Burmese Charac-ter Is Their Unwillingness to Interfere In Other People's Business

Each Acts for Self.

London. A remarkable trait of the
Burmese character Is their unwillingness to interfere in other people's
affairs. Whether It arises from their
e
or no, I cannot
religion of
say, but it Is In full keeping with It.
Every man's acts and thoughts are his
own affair, think the Burmans; each
man Is free to go his own way, to
think his own thoughts, to act his own
acts, as long as be does not too much
annoy his neighbors. Each man is
responsible for himself and for himself alone, and there is no need for
him to try and be guardian also to his
fellows. And so the Burman likes to
go his own way, to be a free man
within certain limits; and the freedom
that' he demands for himself he will
extend also to his neighbors. He has
a very great and wide tolerance toward all his neighbors, not thinking it
necessary to disapprove of his neighbors' acts because they may not be
the same as his own, never thinking
It necessary to interfere with his
neighbors as long as the laws are
not broken.
Our idea that what habits are dif
ferent to our habits must be wrong,
and being wrong require correction at
our hands, is very far from his
thoughts. He never desires to interfere with anyone. Certain as he is
that his own ideas are best, he is con
tented with that knowledge, and is not
ceaselessly desirous of proving it
upon other people.
And so a foreigner, may go and live
In a Burman village, may settle down
there and live his own life and follow
his own customs in perfect freedom;
may dress and eat and drink and pray
and die as he likes. No one will interfere. No one will try and correct
him; no one will be forever insisting
to him that he Is an outcast, either
from civilization of from religion. The
people will accept him for what he
is and leave the matter there. If he
likes to change his ways and conform
to Burmese habits and Buddhist forms,
self-cultur-

-

B API El

$30,000 00

Office With the San Miguel National Bank

Wm. Q. HAYDON

President
Vice President

H. VV. KELLY
D. T. HOSKINS

Treasurer
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
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Over your supply of stationery.
If you are running short, you'd
better put in an order right away
with

THE OPTICS'
JOB DEPARTMENT
We can supply you with loose
leaf books of all descriptions,
stamps, seals and practically
everything in the line of office
supplies.

SOCIAL AND
BUSINESS CARDS
WM'

-

"
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'

4
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f
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Q
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mind.
It is, I think, a great deal owing to
this habit of mind that the manners
of the Burmese are usually so good,
children in civilization as they are.
s
There is among them no rude
and no desire to in any way
circumscribe your freedom by either
remark or act. Surely of all things
that cause trouble nothing is so common among us as the interference
with each other's ways, as the needless giving of advice. It seems to each
of us that we are responsible not only
for ourselves, but also for every one
else near us; and so if we disapprove
of any act we are always in a huiTy
to express our disapproval and to
try and persuade the actor to our way
of thinking. We are forever thinking
of others and trying to improve them;
as a nation we try to coerce weaker
nations and to convert stronger ones,
and as individuals we do the same.
We are sure that other people cannot
find hannU'r fnr hpin"
hut ho hott-obrought into our ways of thinking, by
force even, if necessary. We call
inquisl-tivenes-

SURPLUS

LAS VEGAS jAVMGS
CAPITAL STOCK

Interferes in the Affairs

FOR TONIGHT

23S33KESS
PAID

MIQG

Johnny Dundee vs. Joe Azevedo, 20
rounds, at Vernon, Calif.
i
Frankie Russell vs. "Knockout."
Typical Burmese Architecture.
Erown, 10 rounds, at New Orleans.
8
Hilly' Papke vs. Marty Rowan,
so much the better; but if not, never
vmAs at St. Louis.

CAPITAL

No One

WELL

Duffy's Pyre f'clt lYtiiskey
stimulates, strengthens and sustains the system ; builds and
braces both body and brain.
Recommended by thousands as

semi-circl-

BUY AM AUTO DELIVERY 173 G 0.7

KEEPS

,;;

WELL

j

PRINCE ARTHUR OF CONNAUGHT
TO TAKE DUCHESS OF FIFE
AS HIS WIFE

yy

:

V"

YCU

'

pies a la Cleopatra.
Cincinnati. Two weeks ago C. II.
Bishop, president of the C. H. Bishoj
Flour company, watched the death
struggles of a cat he had chloroformed.. That incident, it is believed, suggested to him a way out of his own
difficulties.
Bishop was found dead
in his home, 1006 Windsor street, and
he had used chloroform to bring about
the end. In a note to his wife he Baid
business reverses and bodily Infirmities had mounted higher than he could
withstand and that "this is the only

o
o
o
0o
o
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o
0
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Engraved or printed, at prices
that are sure sure to interest
you.
All work must be perfect before

allowed to go out of the shop.
That's The Optic's Way.
, f.
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Money Saving Prices

NtWS

r"Tb

Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

Have Hubbard Squash
and Large Pie Pumpkins

If you

Pit

1

b

the Lost Cantaloupes and
Peaches of the Season
BETTER.. SPEAK QUICK

.

k

k)
jsjsj
fS

well-dress-

IS. Ml

Styleplusfiy
Clothes mi

-V

l

HAPS

"The same price the

MAJtK

HilTIl0

world over"

Best of all, you

save from $3 to. $8
in cold cash, for a

STYLEPLUS suit
at $17, will make
you as stylishly and
correctly dressed as
the best $20 to $25
suit you can buy
any where from any
body.

,vy,

-

o

B e a w i n n e rwear a STYLEPLUS
suit ours is the only
store in tdwn that sella
em.

I
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LEWIS, Prop

The Store of
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Clothing
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Taichert's Clo. Store
A marriage license was issued late
yesterday afternoon at the court ti
house to Cleta Montoya, aged 55, of
il
Pueblo, N. M., and Pascual Sena, aged
of
Puerticito.
57,
f

l as Ve;as l)dge No.

408, B. P. O.
a
re?rular
hold
will
Ellis,
meeting to
night at the Elks' home. Important
business will be transacted, and it is
requested that all members be pres
ent.

Missouri Valley Dr'dgs and
Iron company has taken the fiist
steps toward the building of the' two
Dtjjge.vthat the county commission
ers have ordered bum, hi. wilb'n the
next week will have started the ac
tual construction. The company will
work on both bridges at tha same
time and will have both finished within the next few months. One bridge
is to be built at Princ3 street and the
The

will drill tonight at the
armory, between the hours of 7:30
and 9 o'clock. There will be an ex-

, Company H

ofamination for
ficers. Following the drill the com
pany basketball team will practice.

EATABLE

'EVERTJQ1NG

"1

lirkcry Goods FtpsIi Kvery Dy
'lis. Doughnuts.
Brrad. Ckes, Pies.
Cookies
I

i:i

I'

1HE CITY

Give Tliem a Trial and Ec Convioced

Sis
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HAYWARO
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Night-Trad-

lity I can without I
paying a stiff price.

This picture tells a ttory
to successwell-know- n

Thats why I am going

ful business men

to stop and see Green- berger about my

the

-

,

.,

it

0

trade- -

,

jn

attracting
power
of

FALL SUIT

;

secretary and treasurer. Eight members of the union were designated as
the union label committee. The union
Is In a flourishing condition, and when
its label is seen upon a printed article it stands as a guarantee of

;

service examination for
r
will be held in this city
on November 8. The age limit for
this examination is between 18 and
5 years on the date of the examina
tion. Married women will not be permitted to apply unless they are di
vorced from their husbands or are
supporting themselves. Male appli
cants must be not less than 5 feet 4
inches in height and must weigh not
less than 125 pounds without overcoat
or hat. For' all other information see
Oscar Linberg, acting secretary of the
civil service examiners, at the local
clerk-carrie-

Mazda

i

,

EdlSOll
.

igns
Ask your

cessful business
friends about them
and then come and
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see us.
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Two suits in garnishment
filed yesterday at the court house
against the Carafield Development
company. In the first case Charles
W. G. Ward and several others are
plaintiffs. They seek to collect
on a judgment previously rendered by the district court. The claim
of the plaintiffs is said to be for debt
incurred by the Camfield company.
The second suit was filed by Judge E
V. Long, who 'asks $400 as fee3 he
declares to be due him for legal work
done in the formation of the irriga?
tion district comprised in the project
which the Camfield company contract
ed to complete on the Las Vegas
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can buy a Clothcraft
Suit for
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get the very best qua
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OVERCOAT

At the annual election of the Las
AGAINST CAMFIELD
Vegas local of the International Typoafterheld
yesterday
union,
graphical
were LOCAL PEOPLE ENDEAVOR TO RE
noon, the following officers
chosen for the coming .12 months:
COVER AMOUNTS SAID TO
Antonio T. Sena, president; B. J.
BE DUE THEM
Soott, vice president; Homer Reed,

JSm

$12.50, $15
$16.50 or $18

ST-6-

Las VeeslWht
mmj d
i uwei uu.

r

r

and get as good as
many I pay $25 for.

New Ilex,

E. Las

They're right in line
with everything

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
Raynolds, Vice

E. D

President

Halleti Raynolds, Cashier.

CREHIffl

'

S. B. Davis, Vice
H.

President.

Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier.

sells.

CD

grant

The Camfield company some months
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
ago agreed to settle all claims
it and deed back to the grant roard
the land assigned it several years ago FOUND Gold and silver pin bear-thseveral letters. Guillermo Garin payment for building the irrigation
cia, court house.
provided the trustees would
project,
postoffice.
pay It a fair price for the work acThe board has been tied
complished.
Thursday, October 23 has been se
an option with Salt Lake City
in
up
Dr.
which
lected as the date upon
financiers and deferred paying Cam-fielJacob H. Landau will give his tec
until it learned whether the pro
tum nn "The Holv Land," the last
was to be built by Utah capital.
ject
Las
hospital's
the
Vegas
number upon
What, if any, action will be taken by
lecture course. Dr. Landau has receiv-the board is not known. The Salt
elides
ed the beautiful st.ereopticon
Lake City option expired a few days
whose failure to arrive several days ago-.
ago caused the postponement of his
lecture. The lecture and the pic
tures will depict the holy land as it
FELLOWS HONOR
is to day. Jews, Christian and Moham
medans residing in that portion of the
blobe will be described and their cusGRAM MASTER
toms explained. Undoubtedly the lecture will be highly interesting. All
persons holding season tickets should LOCAL LODGE CELEBRATES ELEC-- f
TION OF T. M. ELWOOD OF
make it a point to hear Dr. Landau's
to
LAS VEGAS
talk, and others should arrange
purchase single admission tickets.
The entire proceds will go to the
The Las Vegas lodge of the Inde
hosvital.
pendent Order of Odd Fellows held
one of the most enjoyable meetings
The city court was busier today in its history last night when a rethan it has been for several weeks, ception was given in honor of T, M.
even though the business transacted Elwood, recently elected grand maswas limited to three cases. John ter of the New Mexico grand lodge of
Schannon and C. F. Coughlan were the Odd Fellows, and of Mrs. Ed
arrested; last night by Santa Fe Offi- Comstock, who was elected a grand
cer Raelsback on the charge of tres- officer of the Rebekahs at a meeting
passing and this morning paid the in Albuquerque last week-Ovcosts of the case and were released
40 members of the lodga were
011 a
suspended sentence which present. Refreshments were 'providwas pronounced by Police Judge D. R. ed by the Rebekahs. During the evenMurray. Annstacio Ftures, a frequent ing a number of speeches were delivoffender, was arrested last nirfit by ered wilh reference to the official
Chief of Police Tien Coles on the
work of the order, and congratulatory
charge of drunkenness and disorder to the new grand officers.
of Mrs. Ransom.
upon complaint
Flores was sentenced to serve 30 dnyq
on the city streets. Thomas Conway
Y. (VI. C A. DAILY PROGRAM
was sentenced' to serve 15 days on
Wednesday
the city streets yesterdav morning bv
Junior class, 4:15 o'clock.
Tudge Murray on the charge1 of drunkStudents' swim hour, 4:15 o'clock.
enness. IT vas arrested Saturday
Business men's class, 5:30 o'clock
evening by Chief of Police Ben Coles.
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Appearance counts for much
sav what vou will, the winner in
business or social circles is usually
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successful wear
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cassemeres

Chester Hunker, assistant district
attorney, returned this afternoon from
Watroua where yesterday afternoon
he conducted a prosecution against
Antonio Archuleta on the charge of
violating the Sunday saloon law. The
defendant was bound over to the
grand jury.

s

con-tain-

and wor

The committee in charge of the
dance that is to be given at the Commercial club rooms Friday night has
not announced whether It will be a
'tacky" party or a masquerade. Sec
retary W. H. Stark of the Commercial
club slated this afternoon that at this
affair only members of the Commer
cial club will be admitted, and that
there will be no exception to this rul

Clothes mav
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got many a man a good job.
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Finch's Golaen Wedding Rye, gJ
In wood. Direct from the distillery
to you. At the Ihby, of course.

Stearas' Store
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looking for

Headquarters for the finest meats
in he 'city.' Why? We pay tha hij'i-ps- t
obtain-aprices for Hie best
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your kitchen with a

Systematize
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an inexpen-

The Woman's club will hold Its
annual meeting at the Commercial
club Wednesday afternoon at 2:30.
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